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OVERVIEW  (see long form below)

MIYIAN.COM                                                                       Surgical Services Critical Care RN
Owner, CTO, Scientist                                                         Centura SA Summit Medical Center
Startup Company development                                        Frisco, CO
1/2015-present                                                                     1/2005-present

MIYIAN.COM
Research Sabbatical  
11/2001-1/2015

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS    http://ap.org
Deputy Director of Technology Development, Architecture
New York City, NY and Cranbury, NJ (Princeton)
11/2000 - 11/2001

TIS WORLDWIDE  (now STARPOINT SOLUTIONS) http://starpoint.com  
Regional Development Manager (director level) 
New York, NY (Iselin, NJ)
9/1999 - 9/2000

NAGRASTAR      http://nagrastar.com
Senior Software Architect 
Denver, CO and Lausanne, Switzerland
7/1998 - 8/1999

MICROWAVE ONLINE SERVICES    http://rfglobalnet.com
Director(VP) of Information Technology Boulder, CO
12/1996 - 2/1998

VOTELINK, INC   http://votelink.com
Vice President / Chief Information Officer
Boulder, CO
1/1996 - 12/1996

THE ARAGORN GROUP    http://aragorn.com
Consultant, Owner
1991 - 1996

GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER  https://gumc.georgetown.edu/
Consultant, Advanced Information Technology Washington, D.C.
1987 - 1990

AMERICAN MEDICAL INTERNATIONAL, INC. (AMI)    https://www.tenethealth.com/      
Director (VP level) of Western regional corporate R+D Group
Includes Presbyterian / St. Luke's Medical Center
Denver, CO
1983 - 1987

LONG FORM RESUME


MIYIAN.COM
Owner, CTO, Scientist
Startup Company development
1/2015-present

Developed infrastructure and design for Miyian Complex Adaptive Systems lab and 6 sublabs (Engineering, Technology, Learning/Education, Organizations, Media Management, Natural Mental Health).
Developing spin-off product for hospitals from Miyian complex adaptive systems - organizations R&D (CASO). Spin-off product includes advanced management of these four areas in an organization: 
·	Workflow management and concierge, including dynamical modeling, AI subsystems, federated big data analytics, institututional knowledge basing subsystems
·	Advanced just in time education and learning subsystems, including advanced content conditional access and advanced security
·	Ubiquitous permeation of current information technologies, including virtual reality, voice driven interaction and control, large 2D displays, mobile communications, video monitoring/recognition and IOT sensoring/networks
·	Advanced personnel resource management and staffing concepts


MIYIAN.COM
Research Sabbatical  
11/2001-1/2015

Research sabbatical to continue scientific research and development in advanced complex sciences, including technology and organizations. I got the opportunity to get far away from the commercial world and study and understand the avalanche of IT and operations technologies and resulting complexities that were converging on us. I wound up understanding how it all works together, and how to fit each piece, new or old, into one new, overarching framework.

Developed a new advanced infrastructure architecture and theory based on complex adaptive systems, specifically complex adaptive information technology. Completed initial R&D cycle September 2011. Currently developing theoretical models, virtual reality based reference architectures, books and websites on the subject area. Technologies include multi-media systems based on SOA, XML, storage fabrics and services, virtual systems, networks, and services, BPM architectures and integration, performance management, worldwide and nationwide systems, risk management, and large block storage and transport.

Studied both the scientific behind and the commercial development of emerging systems related to many domains, including information theory, organizational operations and management, media convergence, interface and interaction design,  virtual worlds (since 1994), robotics, engineering, multimedia of all types, advanced networks, development systems and organizations, complex systems, adaptively and integration, artificial intelligence and management, multiple systems dynamics, and automated systems and services.

Research and development in advanced organizational IT and operations science. Developed a new advanced infrastructure and operations design and architecture based on complex adaptive organization science, incorporating all new developments in these areas into the frameworks developed in R&D. Worked in Centura Health to integrate new technologies and systems, including Meditech (7 yrs). This includes a new four part based framework that consists of: People, Technology, Learning, and Clustered Services.






THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Deputy Director of Technology Development, Architecture
NY, NY and Cranbury, NJ (Princeton)
12/2000 - 11/2001

Designed and implemented their primary information system, a large, 4 tiered enterprise web portal with web services and a worldwide grid. Led efforts in next generation enterprise content technology system design and development.
Worked with many groups worldwide to develop new systems, roadmaps, integration efforts, and distributed component - layered architecture based systems. Worked with others to implement best practices, including development process, operations efficiency, security, XML, and development and deployment lifecycles and best practices. 

TIS WORLDWIDE  (now STARPOINT)  
Regional Development Manager (director level) 
New York, NY (Iselin, NJ)
9/99 - 9/2000

Management and oversight of the TIS NJ development office and all regional New York City -based projects done by TIS, a major Wall Street systems integrator. Included the leadership and management of the Application Architecture, Design, and Development functions. 

Maintained direct involvement in projects (as needs dictated) in some of my areas of expertise, including XML, Security, and Complex e-Networks.  Reopened NJ office, grew to 22 development people in 6 months. Projects included Merrill Lynch, JP Morgan, FirstUSA Bank, DTC/Wall Street, Prudential, Ziptone, the Psychology Network, as well as startups.  Led bidding projects, requirements and design teams, enterprise and application architecture design and reviews, coding and development processes (full life cycle), QA and testing, security design, multimedia, post-development maintenance. .


NAGRASTAR      
Senior Software Architect 
Denver, CO and Lausanne, Switzerland
7/98 - 8/99

NagraStar, a joint venture of EchoStar (The Dish Network - Digital Satellite Video & Internet Broadcaster) & Kudelski NagraVision SA of Switzerland - Conditional Access and Security.

Worked with the Swiss team to help define a new 10 million user capable system and security architecture to support emerging DVB standards and interfaces to new equipment vendors Traveled to Switzerland to coordinate teams and advance architecture designs.

It was also used as building blocks for assembling enterprise - critical applications and networks, such as access control, traffic and scheduling, web integration, interactive e-commerce, distance learning, business data transport.

Complete distributed component architecture, including event managers, persistent data managers (enterprise data networks) including object-relational issues, event managers, transaction managers, ultra secure large complex networks, error and other system managers, directory and logging; OMG component and CORBA standards, IEEE program quality standards, XML-based data transfer and storage.

Contributed to the security systems development and analysis for NagraStar and future Dish Network subscriber CAS systems, including present attacks and hacks, using ISO standard 15408.

Overall large project and system management and round-trip engineering within NagraStar.

Integrated business research, design, and development of converging technologies (DVB-TV, Internet, HDTV, business data, multi device delivery and coordination to mobile devices, set top boxes,  and personal computers) into satellite uplink centers software and hardware integration.

Skills:  Digital UNIX and MS Visual C++, UNIX & NT, UML, Rational Rose & Clear Case, Rogue Wave, Digital Broadcasting Satellite Uplink Hardware/software. Rational Metro software (new persistent data manager- assisted Rational, Inc. with coding of Compaq/Digital UNIX port); Oracle 7.3.4 ; international standards. 

Security: consulted for the Vice President of Advanced Technology, EchoStar, and Director of SmartCard Security, NagraVision, in security assessment, current and future vulnerabilities, attack responses. Integrated RSA, DES, 3DES, AES into projects. Advanced security including full stateful packet inspection, active response systems, and stealth security systems. 



MICROWAVE ONLINE SERVICES    
Director(VP) of Information Technology Boulder, CO
12/96 - 2/98

Directed IT, entire operations team, educational technology, online security; strategic and tactical technological growth plans and designs. Complete responsibility for all phases of both hardware and software development team projects, including designing and custom coding an complex, distributed object-oriented web site and website management system that services microwave and wireless design engineers worldwide.

Designed and developed system featuring a complete secure online bookstore, interactive forums, client design centers (mini-sites) and complex multimedia online educational courses.  This included using advanced custom designed and developed Java server applets, VB 5.0 DLLs, and VBScript dynamic, database-driven pages designed by myself and developed by myself and my staff from the ground up. Multiple NT servers used, including web, search, transaction, staging, and mail. T1 connectivity established, including firewalls and mass emailing/faxing
systems.

Hosting sites such as the 1998 IEEE Rawcon convention and the Motorola Wireless Division design center. Advanced Intranet, including real-time analysis of website (>500,000 hits/month) and online student activities. Push and pull channels were developed and deployed. Worked with Microsoft on the technical document translation (Word to HTML) section of Office 97 (code integrated with Office 97).


VOTELINK, INC
Vice President / Chief Information Officer
Boulder, CO
1/96 - 12/96

Responsible for overall technology design, development, and operations. Developer of extensive mission-critical internal network and commercial web site; designing new  multimedia dynamic web management and voting system. Developing and designing a new dynamic-website using Netscape Live Wire Pro. Working with Netscape and VeriSign on a state-of-the-art secure voting protocol system, as well as overall corporate technology development and programming of web technologies.
Responsible for all technology relations with other corporations. 

Sabbatical    1995 - 1996


THE ARAGORN GROUP    
Consultant, Owner
1991 - 1996

some clients:
ITC Media Conferencing (now Global Access, a Williams company) - 
BJUG - Boulder JAVA Users Group, (web site).
Boulder County Safehouse for Battered Women (telephony, Ethernet LANs, BBS, PCs).
SCAMC conference (Lead Author, Project Leader, Principal Investigator) -"HNET - A National Computerized Health Network" (copy available) (MVS).

GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER
Consultant, Advanced Information Technology Washington, D.C.
1987 - 1990

Worked with the advanced development group within Georgetown to develop and deliver new technology and operations systems, including one of the first EMR systems in the world, the first electronic radiology imaging systems (with Phillips Corporation as a partner). Developed the first Neonatal ICU -emergency drug dosing system and intra heart (Swan) catheter interpretation module.


AMERICAN MEDICAL INTERNATIONAL, INC. (AMI)            
Director (VP level) of Western regional corporate R+D Group
Includes Presbyterian / St. Luke's Medical Center
Denver, CO
1983 - 1987

Also Executive Producer - 1986 National Conference on Innovation in Health Care and executive producer of the conference videotape series Application developer, project manager, strategic planning leader; clinical researcher in several projects; responsible for developing new spin-off companies and joint ventures. Led conversion of mainframes to mini and micro systems, including integrating legacy IBM SNA mainframe components and new Amdahl mainframes. Assisted in the design and teaching of post-MD residents in advanced technology for clinical and practice.


OTHER WORK EXPERENCE	
Prior to 1983, I held several technical positions in government, technology and healthcare communities.



Educational Summary
Basically I'm self-taught, but do have a degree and some other college: 
Was accepted to Georgetown University.
1 year computing science and accounting at Rochester Institute of Technology 
2 year AA Degree in Nursing. I also work at a local hospital in surgery.
Some pre-med work at the University of Colorado 
and of course dozens of training courses on information technology - from CORBA to OO design to Wireless to AI to Multimedia to Satellite Networks. 

Senior Teaching Positions

I have held senior positions that supervised PhDs or MDs since 1984. I have taught post doctorate classes in information technology and have written several papers (some nationally published) on networks, technology and complex systems. 

I've spoken at or presented papers to a number of national conferences (IEEE, SCAMC, etc.) I was on the Colorado Governor's High Tech Cabinet Council; the Colorado Biotechnology Roundtable; a company's representative at OMG; worked (at RFGlobalnet.com) with Microsoft Development (helped develop some small piece of code for Office 97). 




